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Abstract— At the enhancement of new technology and growth of the network the new data is coming and being added to the database at every 
fraction of seconds. For accessing and storing data a specialized tool is required. An FP Tree mining algorithm increases the environmental 
growth for accessing the data such as customer changing environments like changing customer preference. For increasing the performance which 
is more reliable technique used for partitioning of the database. But if the database is partitioned that needs more security as compared to the 
centralized database. In this paper we mainly address the horizontally partitioned database with the help of hybrid secure sum protocol for privacy 
purpose.    
. 

Index Terms— Horizontal partitioning, Vertical partitioning, Hybrid partitioning, FP tree algorithm, Secure sum protocol, Secure multi party 
computation, Hybrid secure sum protocol. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
Data mining is wieldy used in today’s scenario like genetics, 
mathematics and marketing etc. But the whole data is sorted 
according to the relationship between one data to another data 
and large amount of data is stored on large databases accord-
ing to the database technology and data collection methods. 
There are mainly two type of database present in the data base 
scenario. One if centralized database [7] and another one is 
distributed database [7]. In centralized database only one 
server is there where all the data is stored in a central manner 
so that different kind of problem arises like flow control, con-
gestion control and access control etc. But in distributed data-
base, divide whole database into number of different server or 
parties so that each server have same or different database. 
That’s why the execution of query became very fast as com-
pared to centralized database. But the problem arises when 
the data is portioned because all the parties want to know the 
global result. So those for providing the privacy, different type 
of protocols are used. In this case two parties are used like 
secure sum protocol and for multi party used secure multi 
party computation. Mainly two type of models [9] [10] [11] 
present in distributed database scenario- one is ideal model 
and another one is real model. In ideal model there is no third 
party present. But in real model there is presence of Third par-
ty. Third party consider as a trusted third party.  
 
 

 
 

1.1 Database Partitioning 
 Database is partitioned into three main partitioning methods 
e.g. horizontal partitioning, vertical partitioning and Hybrid 
partitioning. 
 

1.1.1 Horizontal Partitioning 
In horizontal partitioning [9] [10] [11], partition the database 
into row spiriting manner such that the number of attributes 
remain same but the number of row is different in each parti-
tion it also called homogeneous database. 
 

1.1.2 Vertical Partitioning 
 In vertical partitioning [9] [10] [11], partition the database ac-
cording to the column manner such that the number of trans-
action is same but the number of attributes is different in each 
partition it’s also called the heterogeneous database partition. 
 

1.1.3 Hybrid Partitioning 
 In hybrid partitioning [9] [10] [11], partition the databaselike 
first horizontal partition and then vertical partition or vice 
versa. 
 

1.2 FP Tree Rule Mining Technique 
The interior of mining association rule in data mining contains 
two main techniques. One is bread first search (BFS) and an-
other one is depth first search (DFS). BFS uses apriori algo-
rithm to mine the frequent item sets from a given set of data. 
Second one is DFS technique that is used by FP tree algorithm 
[1] [2] [3] [14] to mine the frequent item sets in a depth search 
manner. DFS contains two types of orders according to the 
user requirements. It may be top down or bottom up ap-
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proach.  In this paper we use top down approach of FP tree 
algorithm. FP tree algorithm is based on tree algorithm and 
this algorithm is divided into two main part- first is building 
FP tree and second one is mining that FP tree.  
 
Algorithm1: - FP Tree Construction 
Input- A transaction database DB with minimum support 
(min supp). 
Method for Construction-  

1. Scan the whole database DB with minimum support 
and set the frequent item that support minimum sup-
port and arrange that frequent item sets into a de-
scending order and list the frequent item set. 

2. Create a root node and level as a NULL. 

Output- FP trees the frequent pattern of DB. 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm2: -Mining Frequent Pattern with FP Tree Algo-
rithm 
 
Input – FP tree is constructed according to the Algorithm1 
with minimum support and mine those elements that not 
support minimum support. 
Method For Construction – Call for FP Grouth (FP Tree, 
NULL) which is taken from [14]. 
Output-complete set of frequent item sets. 
 

1.3 Secure Sum Protocol 
Secure sum protocol [5] [6] [9] is used for providing  privacy 
to the database in case of two party .so that two parties never 
know the data of other parties. First party send the value to 
the next party after adding with own random number. 
 

1.4 Secure Multi Party Computation 
Secure multi party computation [5] [6] [9] concept came when 
the number of parties are greater than two and all parties 
wants the global result. Then all partial send their own value 
after adding the random number to the next party present in 
the database environments, and this process continues till all 
do not find the global result. 
 
1.5 Hybrid Secure Sum Protocol 
For providing the highest privacy to distributed database here 
in this paper we use hybrid based secure sum protocol [8]. 
Each party presents in the database in homogeneous envi-
ronment and party calculate their partial support by using the 
following formulae (Partial Support (PS) =X. Support- Mini-
mum support *|Size of the Database|). In hybrid secure sum 
protocol each party divide their data into number of segments 
but the number of segment are not greater than three. This is 
only assumption in hybrid secure sum protocol and each party 
selects their own user defined random number. Algorithm3 
shows the step of process.  

 
 
 
     Algorithm3:- Hybrid Secure Sum Protocol 

1. First each party divides the whole database into 
number of different data segments (Dn1……..Dn n) 
and each party also selects their own random number 
(Rn1, Rn2……R nn) according to the number of data 
segments. 

2.  Each party send the first data segment (D11, 
D21………..Dn1) to the third party then third party 
calculated the sum S after adding first data segments. 

3. Then the third party sends that calculated sum to the 
first party. 

4. Party P1 subtracts its first random number and added 
second random number as well as second data seg-
ments and this process continue till N=n. 

5. Nth party sends that same sum to the previous party 
Pn-1. 

6.  Then Pn-1 subtract its second random number (R12, 
R22……..Rn2) and after that added third data seg-
ments (D13, D23…….Dn3) as well as third random 
number (R13, R23……..Rn3) till P1. 

7. Then party P1 sends that sum to the third party. 
8. Then the third party sends the sum to the Pn party. 
9.  Party Pn subtract its second random number and 

added the third data segments after that send to the 
previous party Pn-1. 

10. Party Pn-1 subtracts its third random number (Rn3) 
and send to the previous party till P1. 

11. Party P1 send the sum to the third party. 
12. Third party broadcast to the sum to all the parties’ 

presents in the database environments.  
 

 
2. IMPLEMENTATION 

This algorithm is applicable when the numbers of sites are 
greater than 3 and each party divides the database into num-
ber of segments and each segmented party selects their own 
random number. Each time parties add their next random 
number and next data segments but subtract their previous 
random number. This is applicable in homogeneous data base 
environments. Table 1,2,3,4 shows the different party database 
with minimum support 40%. Figure 1,2,3,4 shows the FP tree 
structure of the database. 
                

TABLE 1 
DATA SET FOR PARTY1 

Transaction 
ID 

A1 A2 A3 A4 

T1 1 1 1 1 
T2 1 1 0 1 
T3 1 1 1 0 
T4 1 1 0 1 

Step1:- TID              LIST OF ITMES 
  T1             A1, A2, A3, A4 
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 T2    A1, A2, A4 
 T3    A1, A2, A3 
 T4    A1, A2, A4 
 
Step2:- A1:4, A2: 4, A3:2, A4:3 
Step3:- arranging in descending order 
A1:4, A2:4, A4:3, A3:2 
Step4:-   
 
 
 
 
 
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
 
 
 
 
 

 
                    Fig1:- Shows the FP Tree for Party 1  
 
                                                     
Step5:-A1= {(A1:4)} 
A2= {(A1:4)} 
A3= {(A4:1, A2:1, A1:1) (A2:1, A1:1)} 
A4= {(A2:3, A1:3)} 
Step6:- A2= {(A2:2, A1:2)} 
Step7:- A3A2:2, A3A1:2 
Step8:-Support (A3A2) = Count (A3A2)/|Total Number of 
Transaction|=2/4=0.5 or 50%       
Support (A3A1) = Count (A3A1)/|Total Number of Transac-
tion|=2/4=0.5 or 50%  
Candidates sets = {A1, A2, A3} 
 

TABLE2 
DATA SET FOR PARTY2 

Transac-
tion ID 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 

T1 1 1 1 0 1 
T2 1 1 1 0 0 
T3 0 0 1 1 1 

 
Step1:- TID    LIST OF ITMES 
  T1    A1, A2, A3, A5 
 T2    A1, A2, A3 
 T3    A3, A4, A5 
Step2:- A1:2, A2: 2, A3:3, A4:1, A5:2 

Step3:- arranging in descending order 
A3:3, A1:2, A2:2, A5:2, A4:1 
Step4:-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                    Fig2:- Shows the FP Tree for Party 2  
 
 
Step5:-A1= {(A3:2)} 
A2= {(A1:2, A3:2)} 
A3= {(A3:3)} 
A4= {(A5:1, A3:1)} 
A5 = {(A2:1, A1:1, A3:1)(A3:1)}  
Step6:- A5= {(A3:2)} 
Step7:- A5A3:2 
Step8:-Support (A5A3) = Count (A5A3)/|Total Number of 
Transaction|=2/3=0.6 or 60%                                              
Candidates sets = {A3, A5} 
 
                                              TABLE3 

DATA SET FOR PARTY3 
Transac-

tion ID 
A1 A2 A3 A4 

T1 1 0 0 1 
T2 0 1 1 0 
T3 1 0 1 0 

 
Step1:- TID    LIST OF ITMES 
  T1          A1, A4 
 T2        A2, A3 
 T3       A1, A3 
Step2:- A1:2, A2: 1, A3:2, A4:1 
Step3:- Arranging in descending order 
A1:2, A3:2, A2:1, A4:1 
 
 
 
 

Root 

A1 

A2 

A4 

A3 

A3 

Root 

A3 

A1 

A2 

A5 

A5 

A4 
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Step4:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Fig3:- Shows the FP Tree for Party 3 
 
 
Step5:-A1= {(A1:2)}, A2= {(A1:1)}, A3= {(A1:2) (A3:1)} 
A4= {(A1:1)} 
Here no candidates is selected  
                                             TABLE 4 
                              DATA SET FOR PARTY 4 
Transaction 

ID 
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 

T1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
T2 1 1 1 1 1 0 
T3 1 1 1 0 1 0 
T4 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Step1:- TID    LIST OF ITMES 
  T1     A1, A2, A3 
 T2                         A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 
 T3                A1, A2, A3, A5 
 T4    A2, A4, A6 
Step2:- A1:3, A2: 4, A3:3, A4:2, A5:2, A6:1 
Step3:- arranging in descending order 
A2:4, A1:3, A3:3, A4:2, A5:2, A6:1 
Step4:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              Fig4:- Shows the FP Tree for Party 4 

 
 
Step5:-A1= {(A2:3)} 
A2= {(A2:4)} 
A3= {(A1:3, A2:3)} 
A4= {(A3:1, A1:1, A2:1) (A2:1)} 
A5= {(A4:1, A3:1, A1:1, A2:1) (A3:1, A1:1, A2:1)} 
A6= {(A4:1, A2:1)} 
Step6:- A4= {(A2:2)} 
A5= {(A3:2, A1:2, A2:2)} 
Step7:- A4A2:2, A5A3:2, A5A1:2, A5A2:2 
Step8:-Support (A4A2) = Count (A4A2)/|Total Number of 
Transaction|=2/4=0.5 or 50%                                             Sup-
port (A5A3) = Count (A5A3)/|Total Number of Transac-
tion|=2/4=0.5 or 50%  
Support (A5A1) = Count (A5A1)/|Total Number of Transac-
tion|=2/4=0.5 or 50% 
Support (A5A2) = Count (A5A2)/|Total Number of Transac-
tion|=2/4=0.5 or 50% 
Candidates sets = {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5} 
At party 1 Candidate’s item sets {A1, A2, and A 3} 
At party 2 Candidate’s item sets {A3, A5} 
At party 3 has no Candidate’s item sets is selected 
At party 4 Candidate’s item sets {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5} 
Let us consider the item set = {A1} 
Each party calculated their partial support by using following 
formula 
Partial Support (PS) = X. Support- Minimum Support*|Size of 
the Database| 
At party 1 partial support (PS1) =4-0.4*4=2.4 
At party 2 partial support (PS2) =2-0.4*3=0.8 
At party 3 partial support (PS3) =2-0.4*3=0.8 
At party 4 partial support (PS4) =3-0.4*4=1.4 
Party1 divide the partial support (Data) into number of differ-
ent segments  
PS11=1.0, PS12=1.0, PS13=0.4 
Party2 divide the partial support (Data) into number of differ-
ent segments 
PS21=0.4, PS22=0.4, PS23=0.0 
Party3 divide the partial support (Data) into number of differ-
ent segments 
PS31=0.0, PS32=0.4, PS33=0.4 
Party4 divide the partial support (Data) into number of differ-
ent segments 
PS41=0.4, PS42=1.0 PS=0.0 
Let’s consider a Random number (user defined number) for 
each data segments 
RN11=1, RN12=1, RN13=0.0 
RN21=2, RN22=1, RN23=1 
RN31=1, RN32=0.0, RN33=2.0 
RN41=1, RN42=2 
At first time each party send their first data segment (D11, 
D12……….d1n) and first random (R11, R21………..Rn1) to the 
Third Party third party third party calculated the sum after 
adding their first data segments  
Sum1=D11+D12+…………………D1n 
Sum1=1.0+0.4+0.0+0.4=1.8 
After that Third Party sanded the result to party P1 S=1.8 

Root 

A1 A3 

A3 A4 
 

A2 

Root 

A1 

A3 

A4 

A5 A5 

A4 

A6 
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After that party P1 take that sum and subtract its first random 
number and added its second random number as second data 
segment after that sanded to the next party till Pn 
Sum (Sum1) = Sum1-Rn1+Rn2+Dn2 
Sum (Sum1)1 = 1.8-1+1+1=2.8 
Sum (Sum1)2=2.8-2+1+0.4=2.2 
Sum (Sum1)3=2.2-1+0.0+0.4=1.6 
Sum (Sum1)4=1.6-1+2+1.0=3.6 
After that Pn send that sum to the Pn-1 party then Pn-1 sub-
tract its second random number and added its third random 
number as well as third data segments till P1 
Sum (Sum1 (Sum2)) 3= Sum (Sum1) - Rn2+Rn3+Dn3 
Sum (Sum1 (Sum2)) 33= 3.6-0.0+2.0+0.4=6.0 
Sum (Sum1 (Sum2)) 32=6.0-1.0+1.0+0.0=6.0 
Sum (Sum1 (Sum2)) 31=6.0-1.0+0.0+0.4=5.6 
After that P1 send that sum to the third party and third party 
replied that sum to the Pn Party then Pn party added its third 
data segments and send to the previous party till P1 but the 
Pn-1 party only subtract their Rn3 to the sum then result calcu-
lated by Pn using the following formula  
Sum ((Sum1 (Sum2)) sum3)44 = Sum (Sum1 (Sum2)) 3+Dn3 
Sum ((Sum1 (Sum2)) sum3)44=5.6+0.0=5.6 
Pn-1 calculated the by using the following formula 
Sum ((Sum1 (Sum2)) sum3)43= Sum ((Sum1 (Sum2)) sum3)44-
Rn3 
 Sum ((Sum1 (Sum2)) sum3)43=5.6-2.0=3.6 
Sum ((Sum1 (Sum2)) sum3)42=3.6-1.0=2.6 
Sum ((Sum1 (Sum2)) sum3)41=2.6-0.0=2.6 
After that P1 sanded the Sum ((Sum1 (Sum2)) sum3)41 to the 
third party and then third party will broadcast that result to 
all the party presents in the homogeneous database environ-
ment. All parties declare the global excess support is 2.6. 
 
3 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper we suggest new approach for privacy preserva-
tion in FP tree algorithm. This is combination of FP tree algo-
rithm and hybrid secure sum protocol. For providing the 
highest privacy to the homogenous database environment.  
This is applicable for the multi party environments when par-
ty is greater than two. And in future implement the highest 
privacy preserving rule mining technique for FP tree algo-
rithm.  
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